
Regardless of speaker, accent, phrasing or microphone, Dentrix Voice, powered by 
Bola AI, provides up to 99.9% reliable speech recognition. Up to six people in your 
o�ce can use it at the same time, making dictating clinical notes, perio exams and 
front desk correspondence easy and fast. With rapid installation and no voice training, 
your whole team can start enjoying the benefits of a virtual assistant the same day.

Advantages for Your Whole Team

Because Dentrix Voice integrates fully with Dentrix, dentists
can verbally enter clinical notes quickly and reliably. 

Capture Clinical Notes With Ease 

Free Your Front O�ce From Busywork 

Get your patients engaged in their care as you call out 
their results, meanwhile, saving time and resources.

Make Perio More Productive
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Help eliminate manual 
typing — reducing hand 

and wrist fatigue

Save even more time — 
Works with your existing 
clinical notes templates

Speak like a dentist: Dentrix 
Voice comes programmed 

to understand

[Voice recognition software] makes our sta� even more e�cient. 
That means we have extra time to connect with our patients.
- DR. RICK HAGSTROM, DMD  |  A SHOP FOR SMILES, LA MESA, CALIFORNIA

Request a Demo

Expedite Work for Everyone
With rapid setup, your practice can get started today with Dentrix Voice from Henry Schein One and access 
online and remote training, including video and live mentoring, at no charge.

See how Dentrix Voice can support your whole team.
Talk to a specialist today at 866-931-2908.

A MORE COMPREHENSIVE
VIRTUAL ASSISTANT

A VOICE RECORDING SOLUTION
THAT SAVES YOU TIME AND MONEY

Decrease sta� needed for perio exams

Free up more time for quality 
patient interactions 

Speak in a conversational volume 
while Dentrix Voice screens out 
background noise

Dictate insurance
claim narratives,
patient correspondence,
billing notes and more
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ACCURACY

UP TO

Let Dentrix Voice unburden your front desk team from tedious 
narrative entries and keyboarding errors — giving them time for 
higher-priority patient care.

Rely on the 
dental lexicon 
awareness to 
improve 
accuracy

 75.6% 
of dentists and other 

dental workers reported 
symptoms of carpal 
tunnel syndrome.*


